Anatomy Abuses Stubbs Philip
a critical edition of philip stubbes's by margaret jane kidnie - the anatomie of abuses by philip stubbes
was printed four times between 1583 and 1595, each new edition undergoing thorough authorial revision.
archdeacon philip stubbs, a.d. 1665—1738 - * philip stubbs (vintner), the father of archdeacon stubbs, is
spoken of by anthony wood (atlienas oasonienses, p. 282) as a descendant of the author of the anatomy of
abuses (london, 1583, 8vo; 1595, 4to), and of the theaire of measure for measure by william shakespeare
- pamphleteer philip stubbs published a manifesto ‘anatomy of abuses’ in 1583 which laid out his proposals for
ridding england of its problems which he ascribed to a lack of religion and individual weakness. bibliographie
raisonnée des utopies (1516-2015) - ∓ 1583, phillip stubbes, the second part of the anatomy of abuses,
containing the display of corruptions , with a perfect description of such imperfections, blemishes and abuses,
as now reigning in euerie degree, require reformation for fear of gods vengeance to be genere e antonella
piazza formazio ne performance del ... - stesso genere” (anatomy of abuses, 1583)5. stubbs senza saperlo
capiva che il cross- dressing elisabettiano è, secondo garber, “segno e sintomo della dissoluzione dei
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